
INCIDENT MANAGEMENT

Tool Selection 
Checklist

How to Select Your Incident Management Technology Tool 
Tool selection is time consuming, especially when you evaluate multiple options which don’t exactly compare. It’s 
time consuming for you and the whole team. Plus, you need to involve managers and other teams, and that often 
requires further explanation and more process. This easy-to-use checklist will get you started and help answer 
important questions:

The checklist is broken into sets of capabilities for a dedicated solution. This is not intended to be an 
exhaustive feature list. As a growing team aiming to be proactive in improving, you won’t always know exactly 
what features you’ll need later. Instead, this list provides the fundamental features you’ll need right away. 

Will it provide rich reports and dashboards 
for individual teams and management?

Does the tool integrate  
with your existing stack?

What future capabilities (that  
I don’t need right now) are included?

How easily can it be deployed?

Can it help multiple teams and 
functions? Not just for on-call?

Is onboarding support and  
training included as you deploy?
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Service Level Objectives (SLOs)

Define Service Level Indicators (SLIs) for a specific part of your service based on a user journey path. 

EXAMPLE - COMBINE THE 4 GOLDEN SIGNALS (TRAFFIC, SATURATION, ERROR RATES, LATENCY) FOR EACH STEP OF A COMMON USAGE 
FOR YOUR SERVICE, WEIGHTED BASED ON USER IMPORTANCE.

Create new SLOs step-by-step, actionable with specific configurations. Adjust and iterate existing SLOs.

Show timelines to track the SLO error budget and set alerts when you need to investigate at-risk services.

Tie agreed SLOs to time-based insights across teams, service types, and incident types. 

Implement SLOs-as-code with an easy-to-use interface allowing for scale and easy adjustments as you learn and iterate.

Incident Management (Response and Retrospective)

Configurable runbooks (process steps by function and role).

Built-in chatbot commands and integration with default messaging tools (e.g. Slack, MS Teams).

Auto-track event timeline from incident start to end.

Auto-invite on-call team members to incident channels (based on service ownership and/or SMEs).

Auto-escalate, based on runbook and policies.

Trigger-based communications, (e.g. incident status change) with pre-approved, editable templates - email, text.

Auto update Statuspage, trigger-based as incident changes.

Contextual incident creation based on agreed-upon SLOs (and respective SLIs).

Make structured tasks and workflows automatically upon incident creation, inc. Jira tickets and follow-up actions post-incident.

Automatically create retrospective reports, editable and shareable.

Configure custom questions that give structure to a post-mortem or retrospective report to improve learning.
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Depth of Integrations With Other Tools

Integration with alerting tools (e.g. PagerDuty)

Ability to update Statuspage.io as the incident progresses.

Integrate with APM, metrics and observability tools (e.g. New Relic, DataDog, Prometheus).

Messaging / chat tools (e.g. Slack, MS Teams)

Ticketing (e.g. Zendesk, Jira)

Video Conferencing (Zoom, Google Meet, MS Teams Video)

Reliability Insights Tracking / Analytics (Reports and Dashboards)

Out-of-the-box pre-built dashboards to start working with, such as Incident types, frequency by service, hours spent by 
incident and contributing factors.

Ability to identify service health patterns with configurable trend charts and dashboards.

Time-series data visualized on key MTTx metrics tracked proactively, by service, by incident type or other tagged work items.

Run queries, slice and dice the data across different teams, services, incident types and more.

Share insights with other teams outside engineering.  
Easily export data to further analyze in a dedicated analytics or BI tool using an API capability.

WHAT’S NEXT? 
Recommended Steps
Once your team determines key requirements for both now and the future, reach 
out and ask for personalized demos and start a trial with your own incident data.  
We recommend you lean on customer success teams to demonstrate best practices 
and share onboarding guides. (Some resources aren’t always in docs.) Best of luck 
and please provide any feedback that we should include moving forward! © 2022 BLAMELESS, INC.
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